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Norman Watson – Penny Red ‘Dreadfuls’ 
 

Welcome: In the absence of President David Millar, Vice President Harry Jackson welcomed 

members and visitors to the meeting. 
  

Apologies: Francis Podger, Sandra Campbell, David Millar, Charles Lloyd 
 

Attendance: 10 Members   and    3 Visitors 
 

Minutes: The minutes of the 10th January 2019 were approved by Robert Duguid                      

and seconded by Colin Campbell 
 

Business:  
 

The Vice President reminded members that there was a visit to Edinburgh PS on Tuesday and 

asked for volunteers to exhibit.  Peter Dix and Harry Jackson volunteered. 

The Librarian informed members that {Phase 3 is now complete, and the next phase is due to 

begin.  He also placed on show books from the library concerning Penny Reds. 

The Publicity Officer informed members that the article for the previous meeting was printed 

in the Courier.  He also advised that the funeral for Frank Tonelli was to take place on 

Tuesday. 

Display:    

Tonight’s meeting saw members enthralled by a display of Norman Watson's Penny 

Red “Dreadfuls”. Norman began by outlining why the Penny Red's were devised. Concerns 

were being expressed in May 1840 about the public being able to remove the red Maltese 

cross cancellation from the stamp to reuse it. Black cancellations were attempted but these 

could not be distinguished from the colour of the Penny Black, so the Penny Red with black 

cancellation was introduced in Feb 1841. 

The covers on display showed a cross section of the different types of abuse of how 

the stamps should be used on letters, which mainly went against the postal regulations. 

Norman explained that in the early days some of the public were frightened to lick the 

stamps due to a fear of catching some form of illness, so some of them used sealing wax to 

attach the stamp. A variety of covers on show such as a cover with 3 distinct Maltese cross 

cancellations which is extremely unusual, another cover where a tiara had been drawn of the 

stamp, some covers where instead of placing the stamp in the top right hand corner of the 

cover it was used on the back to seal the envelope, even indicating on the front that the 

stamp had been affixed to the back. Other covers included one where the Penny Red was 

printed using a Penny Black plate, another cover posted in 1850 in Golspie which arrived in 

1856, another with a bisected stamp, again contrary to regulations, and another cover which 

is probably the only one in the world with a redirection to Queen Victoria. 

Part 2 of Norman's display covered four different topics, the first of these was a short 

display on Votes for Women. The covers shown gave an inkling as to how the Suffragettes 

used the post by issuing propaganda postcards, defacing mail by putting chemicals in the 

postboxes, using tar and burning mail. One cheeky postcard showed a collage of a postbox 

chasing a suffragette. Norman then displayed a number of items all of which were related to 

Armistice Day 1918. All letters on show were cancelled on 11th November 1918 and 

included letters from family to soldiers on the front and vice versa. One cover on show is 

probably the first known cover to show the poppies logo. The next section on show were 

Penny Black covers showing their usage and anomalies. This included covers with 4 stamps 
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from the same plate, one unusually with a vertical pair, another cover with what is thought 

to be the last red Maltese cross cancellation and other covers sent from Robert Peel to 

William Gladstone. The final part of his display concerned the fight to get a Burns stamp 

issued, and quite appropriately included a cover with a handstamp from Alloway. 

 

Vote of Thanks: On behalf of all members present Sandy Forbes thanked Norman Watson for 

a most fascinating display. 

 
 

Date of Next Meeting: Morning Meeting –  7th February 2019 10am till Noon 

Evening Meeting –  14th February 2019  

Members Displays – ‘P’ Night 


